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About This Game

Rise up, werewolves! Throw off the shackles of a tyrannical military police state. Fight for your pack! Fight for your honor!
Fight for your freedom!

Werewolves: Haven Rising is a 285,000-word interactive novel by Jeffrey Dean, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

You are one of fifteen pups born in Haven, a government internment camp where werewolves are forced to live and work.
Raised in this refuge since birth, you've never known the freedom of the wilds. You soon discover the elders have selected you

for a mission that will put you directly into the cross-hairs of both the military and werewolf radicals alike!

You're a new breed of lupine explorer, your hunting grounds an urban jungle of steel and concrete. When your expedition to a
forbidden military base goes wrong, a startling discovery sparks an escalation of violence and tragedy that will lead your pack to

the hungry maw of war.

 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, or bisexual.

 Rise to power in opposition to a war monger or join him in the fight for werewolf supremacy!

 Train in the path of the warrior, the shadow, or the sage.
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 Fight your enemies with claw and fang, or take a non-lethal approach.

 Uncover the true motivations of a powerful anti-werewolf zealot.

 Explore several potential romances, finding love in an increasingly chaotic world.

Once hunted and imprisoned, the werewolves rise again!
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Gratuitous Tank Battles can be an incredibly fun and rewarding game. Remember the fun it was to build your own custom ships
on games like Master of Orion? GTB is a tower defense game that's like that for every single unit or turret. From the smallest
cheap gun to the big strongholds, from inexpensive recruit infantry to heavily shielded mechs.

Designing the units is simple, but the management of new and older designs can be a little busywork. But this kind of
complexity that usually lacks on modern games is very welcomed.

The very fact that this games plays as both a traditional tower defense game and an inverted tower defense game is a testimony
to its flexibility. It's a robust selection of units with great variation of strategies you can use to beat the enemy.

At least for me, the fact that you can design, customize and name every unit in the field adds to the enjoyment and creates a
very fun experience when your guys are winning a battle. It's just most interesting when that tank unit you built to be fast and
strong barely makes it to the finish line.

Building units is not everything, and the battles are intense and complex.

Apart from the built-in campaign, you can edit your own scenarios, and upload and download challenges from other users.

If you like Tower Defense games or games with customization, this is a very good choice.. Nice arcade racing. Difference
betveen basics is that it doesn't matter if you come 1st place. You need to collect points in different ways (drafting, drifting,
hitting obects etc..)
Tracks are ok and graphics are quite nice for my drunken eye atleast. When using nitro, you really feel the speed. Screen keeps
shakin a bit and goes blurry. Different kind of races, knock-outs and stuff. Haven't tried multiplayer yet.. "If you like fish so
much, why don't you MARRY THEM?!"

"Maybe I will!"

-----

This is, if not the weirdest game on Steam, then certainly in the running.

Go to Indonesia, unravel an ancient mystery, learn Silat, and date fish. All in a nostalgic pastel color pallette with soothing music
playing in the background.

Nusakana is like the gonzo lovechild of Harvest Moon and Legend of the River King, and despite English not being its original
language, it is clearly a labor of love. In fact, the production values are so high that I think it would have been a cult classic if it
had released back in the days of the SNES. As is, it commando-crawls at top speed out of steam's RPG Maker ghetto, punching
komodo dragons in the face the whole way.

If you're willing to play something a bit different, then there's a ton of content in here. Day\/night cycle, days of the week, quest
boards and faction loyalty, RPG combat, fishing, crafting, language-learning, and dating, and a plotline that runs deeper than I
would have expected. Somehow, rather than turning into an unharmonious kludge, all these elements work together, producing a
play experience that is both relaxing and satisfying.

If you liked Harvest Moon, I'd say this is a solid $15 game. If you like to explore weird avenues of game design, or just the
weirder stuff steam has to offer, I'd impulse-buy this on 50% sale.

If nothing I've said above even remotely appeals, then steer clear. This strangeness is probably not for you.. I tried this out since
it was free and even though I'm not quite sure WHAT I just sat through, I enjoyed it. The music was enjoyable for being a "mini
opera" style, the visuals looked nice, and it was short enough to just sit back and chill out.
If you have a Vive give it a shot, it's free and definitely worth checking out.. Revisited this game after nearly 1 year and only
minor things changed, while nothing of the existing "game" got improved...
the idea is very good but execution lacks in every aspect. I got sicker than nearly most fast paced shooters and i can stomach
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quite some crazy vr games. This game is stuttering on a titanx (old model but still) the appearently laser scanned walls are open
on so many places, other than the textures the game is nearly empty.
The gameplay itself is buggy most modes never noticed me finishend them with no way to end it. Movement options are only
for the core and do not work as well as one would think.
For some reason they added a useless map\/room with some music and ugly animated npcs when there was still so much to fix.

TL;DR; dont even think about buying for this price
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This game can't be launched in desktop mode if you have a VR system. It runs very poorly and models will loop\/skip
animations to where they are going for walking and shooting. I don't what else is broken because I couldn't get past those glaring
flaws in the tutorial.. Very good VN. Good story, Multiple routes. Good CGs. Good read.. If you wanna enjoy the game YOU
MUST watch the tutorials.
Good gameplay
Awesome Graphics
Fitted soundtracks
Just that the price is quite high.. so try to get it on sale.. I believe this test is too demanding for it looks. There are less
demanding tests that look better, but it has another porpose and it is understandable. Perfect stability test for major
overclocking.. do not buy it. how to get back money. you should Nether player this game
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